
Spider spelling word list 
 

Phase 2 

Spider Spelling 1 Spider Spelling 2 Spider Spelling 3 Spider Spelling 4 

 A*  is* dad him 

an it had  his * 

as  of* back not 

at off and got 

if on get up 

in can big mum 
 

Spider Spelling 5 Spider Spelling 6 Spider Spelling 7 Spider Spelling 8 

but  go * dull* sock* 

  put * into fill* pick* 

  the * huff* hiss* kick* 

 to * cuff* mess* sack* 

I * bell* boss* sick* 

 no * doll* fuss* dock* 
 

 

Phase 3 

Spider Spelling 9 Spider Spelling 10 Spider Spelling 11 Spider Spelling 12 

will see   he *   you * 

that for   she *   they * 

this now   we * all 

then down   me *   are * 

them look   be *   my * 

with too   was * her 
 

 

 

Spider Spelling 13 Spider Spelling 14 Spider Spelling 15 Spider Spelling  

 /n/ -n before k Two syllables  

buzz* bank* ticket*  

fuzz* think* pocket*  

jazz* honk* carrot*  

has* sunk* sunset*  

pull* sink* rabbit*  

full* thank* thunder*  
 

 



Phase 4 

Spider Spelling 16 Spider Spelling 17 Spider Spelling 18 Spider Spelling 19 

  /k/ -k before i, e, y compound 

went like   one * carpark* 

It’s   so * when farmyard* 

from   do * out starlight* 

    children *    some * what treetop* 

just    come *  Kent * lunchbox* 

help   were *   Sketch * bedroom* 

  said *   there *  Kit * sandwich*  

have little  Frisky * laptop* 
 

 

Year 1 common exception words (*) and NC spelling patterns (*).  

Spider Spelling 20 Spider Spelling 21 Spider Spelling 22 Spider Spelling 23 

C.E.W tch Prefix -un -s –es (plurals) 

today catch undo dogs 

says fetch unload spends 

where kitchen unfair rocks 

love notch unlock thanks 

ask hutch unwell catches 

once have unkind buses 

friend live unzip glasses 

school give unfit boxes 

push 
 

 

Spider Spelling 24 Spider Spelling 25 Spider Spelling 26 Spider Spelling 27 

Suffix -ing Suffix -ed Suffix -er Suffix -est 

hunting jumped higher softest 

going licked helper brightest 

jumping burned mixer neatest 

meeting yelled tester smartest 

buzzing helped teacher longest 

helping started singer smoothest 

singing hunted painter lowest 

playing watched cleaner sharpest 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Phase 5 

 

Year 2 NC spelling patterns and common exception words 

(*)  

 

 

 

 

 

Spider Spelling 28 Spider Spelling 29 Spider Spelling 30 Spider Spelling 31 

   /f/-ph 

don’t made   people * phonics 

 old * came   Mr * elephant 

I’m make   Mrs * alphabet 

  by *  here * looked dolphin 

time saw called Philip  

  house * very asked prophet 

about put   could * phantom 

  your * oh  path* sphinx 

day their  bath* Philippa  

Spider Spelling 32 Spider Spelling 33 Spider Spelling 34 Spider Spelling 35 

/w/-wh /ee/-y /n/-kn-gn /r/-wr 

why happy Knock write 

which funny know written  

wheel lucky knee wrote 

whenever very knitting wrong 

who party knife wrap 

whose family gnat wrist 

whom lorry gnaw wreck 

white berry gnash wrestle 

  whole * poppy gnome wriggle 

  gnarled wren 

Spider Spelling 36 Spider Spelling 37 Spider Spelling 38 Spider Spelling 39 

/s/-c before e,i,y /j/-dge, ge /j/-g before e, i, y  C.E.W 

race badge gem door 

ice edge giant floor 

cell bridge magic again 

city dodge giraffe wild 

fancy fudge energy children 

face age jacket climb 

space huge jar parents 

bicycle change jog most 

circle charge join only 

spicy village adjust both 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Spider Spelling 40 Spider Spelling 41 Spider Spelling 42 Spider Spelling 43 

/l/-le /l/-el /l/-il, al  /igh/-y 

table camel pencil cry 

apple tunnel fossil fly 

bottle squirrel nostril dry 

little travel pupil try 

middle towel metal reply 

able tinsel pedal sly 

wobble bagel capital shy 

multiple hazel hospital terrify 

dazzle vowel animal sky 

riddle jewel oval multiply 

Spider Spelling 44 Spider Spelling 45 Spider Spelling 46 Spider Spelling 47 
-ies ending (y) 

(nouns + Verbs) 
C.E.W -er –ed-est ending (y) 

with a consonant 
before. 

-ing ending (y) with a 

consonant before. 

flies find copier copying 

tries mind copied replying 

replies behind happier carrying 

copies old happiest  trying 

babies cold cried skiing  

carries gold replied crying 

cries hold tried marrying 

dries told dried flying 

marries every driest drying 

families  everybody funnier taxiing 

Spider Spelling 48 Spider Spelling 49 Spider Spelling 50 Spider Spelling 51 
-ing –ed –est –er –y 
Ending (e) with a 
single consonant 

before. 

-ing –ed- er- -est –y 
after a single vowel 

and consonant 

/or/ -a (l or ll) C.E.W 

hiking patting all fast 

hiked patted ball last 

hiker humming call father 

nicer hummed walk class 

nicest dropping talk grass 

shiny dropped always pass 

being sadder small plant 

shining saddest wall path 

scary runner fall bath 

scaring runny altogether people 



 

 

 

 

 

Spider Spelling 52 Spider Spelling 53 Spider Spelling 54 Spider Spelling 55 

/u/ -o /ee/ -ey /o/ -a (qu) (w) /er/-or /or/-ar (w) 

other key want word 

mother donkey watch work 

brother monkey wander worm 

nothing chimney quantity world 

Monday valley squash worth 

money trolley quality worst 

cover turkey squabble war 

honey hockey squad warm 

discover parsley quad towards 

wonder journey quarrel ward 

Spider Spelling 56 Spider Spelling 57 Spider Spelling 58 Spider Spelling 59 

/zh/-s C.E.W -ment –ness -ful -less -ly 

television even enjoyment badly 

treasure break sadness hopeless 

usual steak careful penniless 

division great playful happily 

vision move plainness lovely 

pleasure prove argument joyless 

measure improve merriment slowly 

occasion sure happiness quickly 

usually sugar plentiful careless 

leisure eye cheerful fearless 



Spider Spelling 60 Spider Spelling 61 Spider Spelling 62 Spider Spelling 63 

Words ending -

tion 

Contractions Possessive apostrophe  C.E.W 

station can’t Megan’s any 

motion didn’t Ravi’s many 

section hasn’t the girl’s clothes 

subtraction couldn’t the child’s water 

option it’s the man’s pretty 

fiction wouldn’t the women’s Christmas 

national shouldn’t the school’s beautiful 

addition wasn’t a dog’s busy 

potion I’m a teacher’s poor 



 

 

 

 

 

 

introduction They’re a postman’s kind 
Spider Spelling 64 Spider Spelling 65 Spider Spelling 66 Spider Spelling 

67 

homophones homophones Homophones/conjunctions  

there be night January 

their bee knight February 

they’re quite blue March 

here quiet blew April 

hear bare hole May 

see bear whole June 

sea one because July 

to won so August 

too sun that September 

two son or October 

Spider Spelling 68 Spider Spelling 69 Spider Spelling 70 Spider Spelling 71 

 Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW 

November away new round 

December good after tree 

year want wanted shouted 

past over eat other 

hour how play through 

half took take way 

minute think thought must 

quarter home well began 

month long find boy 

second things more animals 

Spider Spelling 72 Spider Spelling 73 Spider Spelling 74 Spider Spelling 75 

Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW 

never still town key 

next found around place 

first live garden mother 

lots say laughed window 

that’s narrator suddenly sleep 

baby small another morning 

gave car jumped queen 

mouse three before each 

something head gran different 

may king tell girl 



 

 

 

NB: Words in the next 200 high frequency list that have already been 

covered by spelling patterns or taught sounds in phonics have been 

eliminated from this section.  

Spider Spelling 76 Spider Spelling 77 Spider Spelling 78 Spider Spelling 79 

Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW Next 200 HFW 

inside grandad wish horse 

run looking eggs white 

any than pleased coming 

under best stopped river 

snow better ever used 

air across miss along 

trees gone cold dragon 

tea hard park pulled 

fell really lived fly 

dark wind birds grow 


